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Zhiyu said without looking up: “There is no progress. I haven’t found him in the videos yet.” 

Liona said earnestly: “Some things depend on fate. If fate is not there, no matter how you try it, it’s 

useless; if it’s fate, if you don’t go to him, he will appear in front of you.” 

Zhiyu said without hesitation: “I don’t want to give the initiative to things to fate. It’s too unreliable. 

There are so many people in the world. Except for the neighbors at my doorstep, two people who have 

met by chance in a foreign country. People, the chance of meeting again by chance is almost zero. If I 

don’t take the initiative to find him, I’m afraid I won’t find him in this lifetime.” 

After that, Zhiyu said in a sad tone: “Human memory itself is not that good. No one can remember it. 

Many things have to be remembered more clearly by repetitively deepening the memory, just like 

memorizing texts when they were young. same……” 

“In the few days that I just returned from Japan, the appearance of my benefactor was quite clear in my 

mind, but after so many days, his appearance has become increasingly blurred, although I have always 

wanted to Memories can deepen the impression, but in fact, it still doesn’t work. I’m afraid I’ll forget 

what he looks like after a while…” 

Speaking of this, Zhiyu raised her head, looked at Liona and Zhifei, and asked: “Mom…Brother…Have you 

two ever felt this way? Want to remember what a person looks like, but the easier it is to forget?” 

Zhifei thought for a while, and said, “Also, if you see it often, you can’t forget it. It’s this kind of person 

who has only seen it once. It won’t take long, and I really can’t think of a specific look There is only a 

vague outline left.” 

Liona also nodded and said, “Zhiyu was right just now. People’s memory has to be deepened to keep it 

in mind.” 

When she said this, what came to her mind was Changying. 

She loved Changying so much in her life, but in the nearly twenty years since Changying’s death, if it 

weren’t for looking at the photos of Changying when he was young, Changying would gradually blur in 

her mind. 

Thinking of this, she sighed inwardly, and immediately asked Zhiyu: “Zhiyu, can you describe to your 

mom, what does your benefactor look like?” 

Zhiyu thought for a while, and said, “One word is handsome; two words are very handsome, three 

words are very very handsome, and four words are cool and very handsome…” 

Liona couldn’t help laughing: “Is there such an exaggeration as you said?” 

Zhiyu said seriously: “Mom, I’m really not exaggerating at all. He looks very handsome, not only 

handsome but also cool!” 

As she said, Zhiyu put her chin on and said with an idiot look: “At that time, Iga Kaminori brought a 

bunch of ninjas to kill him, but he killed them in three or two strokes. Shinobu was scared to death at 

the time and asked tremblingly who he was. Guess what he said?” 



Liona shook her head and asked, “What did he say?” 

Zhiyu stood up, Charlie, the imitator at the time, said with a cold face: “He said, I am your father and 

want your life!” 

Liona smiled and said, “This person is quite arrogant.” 

“More than arrogance!” Zhiyu said seriously: “It is simply arrogant! I, Zhiyu, grew up so big, and I have 

never seen such an arrogant person! I didn’t put those Japanese ninjas who kill people without blinking 

in my eyes. Killing them is like cutting melons and vegetables, it was really amazing!” 

As she said, she continued a little annoyed: “The point is, this guy doesn’t have a good face with me and 

my brother. I wanted to borrow a cell phone to call Dad. This guy said nothing about personal 

belongings. Borrow it, it’s so stinky!” 

Liona smiled and said: “People must be guarding themself, and they don’t want you to know their 

mobile phone number and then trace their identity.” 

“Yes!” Zhiyu said in a loud voice, “I think so! He is a very good person, and he doesn’t leave any clues! 

Before he left, I told him goodbye in the rivers and lakes, and he even said to me that he would never 

see me again. Now that I think about it, I’m still very angry! It’s really hurting my self-esteem! So I have 

to find him and ask him face to face, didn’t you coaxingly saying that you won’t see me again? How do 

you feel when you see this lady again?” 
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Zhiyu said: “I want to go back and find a master to do some calculations and see if he can give me some 

hints.” 

Zhifei couldn’t help laughing: “Didn’t you just finish saying that you didn’t believe this?” 

Zhiyu said earnestly: “There is no other good way, it’s better to give it a try.” 

After that, she asked Liona: “Mom, is there any famous master in Eastcliff? Don’t you always go to the 

temple to worship Buddha and donate incense money? Do you know any good monks?” 

Liona said seriously: “Don’t talk nonsense, the eminent monks are practicing Buddhism, and fortune-

telling is a matter of Taoism!” 

Zhiyu hurriedly asked: “Then do you know a capable Taoist master? I’ll go and beg him to have a look!” 

Liona thought for a while and said, “I really don’t know this. I haven’t asked someone to start divination 

for many years. The last time I asked someone to start divination, it was about the same age as you.” 

As she said, she couldn’t help but think of Changying, and she couldn’t help but sigh. 

Afterward, she said to Zhiyu: “Yes, I heard that the Wade family built their ancestral tomb some time 

ago and specially invited Lai’s heir from the Lai family from the United States. Your grandfather and Lai 

Lao also have some personal relationships, you If you really think of a hexagram, you can ask your 

grandfather to ask if Mr. Lai is still in Eastcliff.” 

“Mr. Lai?” Zhiyu frowned and asked: “Why haven’t I heard of him? Is he good?” 



Liona said: “Mr. Lai is the heir of Lai Buyi, a master. He should be the most powerful master in the world 

today. 

Zhiyu exclaimed: “What a sin?! Then I’ll call Grandpa and ask!” 

After speaking, she quickly took out her mobile phone and called Grandpa Elijah. 

As soon as the phone call connected “Grandpa, my mother said you know a Master Lai who is proficient 

in five elements and foretelling?” 

Elijah asked in surprise: “Zhiyu, what do you want to do with this?” 

Zhiyu blurted out: “Grandpa, I want to find my savior, but there has been no progress, so I want to find a 

master to see if I can get a breakthrough.” 

Elijah said: “Master Lai has already returned to the United States some time ago.” 

“Ah? went back?” Zhiyu said very disappointedly: “When did he go back?” 

Elijah said: “It didn’t take long. He went back just a year ago. After he came to China, he stayed in Yeling 

Mountain for more than three years. He should have wanted to go back a long time ago.” 

Zhiyu said with great regret: “It’s so unfortunate…what should I do…Grandpa, do you know other 

masters?” 

Elijah said: “Masters I know a lot, but the only person who can truly be called the word “Master” is 

Master Lai.” 

After speaking, he said again: “In this way, let me ask Master Lai for you, and if he wants to, he can 

directly help you out.” 

Zhiyu asked in surprise: “Grandpa, would you really?” 

Elijah smiled and said, “Can Grandpa lie to you? The main reason is that Master Lai is old and has a weird 

temper. If he is willing to help this, I dare not promise you.” 
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Zhiyu hurriedly said: “It’s okay, it’s okay, just ask for me.” 

Then she asked: “By the way, Grandpa, if he is willing to help, am I going to the United States again?” 

“No need.” Elijah said: “Master Lai has great magical powers. If he agrees, I will give him your birth date 

and tell him about the things you want to ask. It should be fine.” 

Zhiyu said in amazement: “So amazing” 

Elijah laughed and said: “Foretelling is the supreme wisdom of ancestors. It is said that its magical 

features have only been understood by modern people.” 

Then, he said, “It’s midnight in the U.S., and I’m not very good at contacting Master Lai. Or you can wait 

patiently. When it’s evening here, in the U.S. it will be morning. then I’ll make a phone call.” 

Zhiyu hurriedly said, “Grandpa, then please, don’t forget hun!” 



…… 

At this moment, Charlie hurried home and prepared lunch. 

Although Elaine has her legs broken, she still insisted on crutches and came to him in the kitchen. 

As he was busy preparing the food, Elaine said with a shame on her face: “Good son-in-law, Mom should 

have cooked for you, but Mom’s legs are not convenient!” 

Charlie smiled slightly: “Mom, don’t be so polite, anyway, I don’t have anything to do. It’s okay to do 

housework.” 

With that, he said to Elaine: “Mom, Claire, and Dad should be coming soon too. I will cook another 

tomato and egg soup. When they come back, we can have dinner.” 

Elaine hurriedly said: “That’s really hard work for you, my son-in-law, mom will wash the tomatoes for 

you!” 

Charlie served the best food, Claire and Jacob also drove home one after another. 

When Claire came back, she said to Charlie with some excitement: “Husband, today, Doris, deputy 

director of the Emgrand Group, called me and said that the six-star hotel under construction in the 

Emgrand Group is about to start the overall operation. The design of the interior decoration is in 

tender!” 

“Really?” Charlie asked pretendingly in surprise: “This project should be a lot, right?” 

Claire said excitedly: “It’s not just too big, it’s simply too big… The Emgrand Group’s six-star hotel project 

has been launched since last year, with an investment of 2 billion. Now that the main body construction 

has come to an end, it is time to finalize the internal decoration plan, and then when the main body 

construction is over, the internal hard and soft installation will begin!” 

Having said that, Claire went on to introduce: “The entire hotel budget of 2 billion, half of which is used 

to buy land and infrastructure, and the other half is almost entirely used for post-renovation, including 

at least 300 million for hard decoration, soft decoration, and various top furniture. The purchases of, 

bedding, sanitary ware, and electrical appliances are about six or seven billion. Now those senior 

executives of domestic big-name home furnishings, sanitary wares, and decorative building materials 

have come to Aurous Hill and are preparing to participate in the subsequent bidding!” 

Charlie smiled and asked, “Then how much budget does Emgrand Group earmarked for the decoration 

design?” 

Claire said: “The quotation for this kind of commercial decoration design is generally around 300 per 

square meter. The six-star hotel of the Emgrand Group has a total business area of 130,000 square 

meters. Some repetitive designs in the same room type are removed. , The design engineering volume is 

at least seventy to eighty thousand square meters, and the decoration design alone costs twenty to 

thirty million!” 

When Elaine on the side heard this, she was surprised and said: “Oh my! Claire! Are you kidding me?! 

Just engage in decoration and give 20 to 30 million design fees?!” 



Claire nodded and said seriously: “It’s not a joke, this price is still relatively low. If it is a large design 

company or a well-known designer, the price will be even higher. The design cost per square meter will 

cost at least 800!” 
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Hearing this, Elaine couldn’t help exclaiming: “Oh my! A design cost of 800 to 1,000 per square meter, 

wouldn’t it cost 50 or 60 million? This is too big!” 

Claire smiled and said, “What’s so big about this? Some internationally renowned designers have to 

charge hundreds of millions for the exterior design of a building!” 

Elaine touched her chest and hurriedly asked her: “Good girl, are you planning to take this project?” 

Claire said earnestly: “Of course I want to take it, but my studio is not that big at the moment. When 

taking on such a project, I am afraid that it will not be able to compete with the opponent when bidding, 

and there is too much preparatory work. If you do, you have to put your heart and soul into it now and 

prepare for bidding…” 

With that, Claire couldn’t help sighing again, and said, “Hey, the scale of the company is still quite large 

After that. I am afraid I can’t digest such a large project.” 

Elaine asked in surprise: “Isn’t design just about moving the computer? What can’t be digested?” 

Claire said: “It’s not as simple as you think. With a business area of more than 100,000 square meters, 

there are more than a dozen room types that require a whole house design, several restaurants of 

various types, and leisure and entertainment. The overall design volume is very large for the part, the 

administrative office part and the security, and fire protection planning.” 

“It’s like making an animated film. The ordinary people think that it’s just to find a group of people to 

draw? But in fact, one-second picture requires 20 pictures, one and a half hour’s animated film, at least 

Tens of thousands, or even hundreds of thousands of pictures, require hundreds of people to do a good 

job for several years.” 

With that, Claire said again: “Our studio has not many people. Even if we can follow such a big project, 

we can’t finish it by ourselves. We have to subcontract to other design studios to do it together. Ten 

designers, it took more than half a year to finish…” 

“And this is only the first stage. When the construction starts, we have to follow up the whole process. 

The construction period is at least one year, so the overall follow-up will take one and a half years.” 

“Dozens of designers, within a year and a half, the annual salary of a good designer is hundreds of 

thousands more, and the average salary is at least 200,000, so the salary cost alone has to be tens of 

millions!” 

Elaine blurted out in surprise: “My God! The salary alone is tens of millions? Is this too cruel?” 

Claire said earnestly: “This is the way it is done originally. I am still conservatively estimating. If the 

construction period is longer and the plan is revised more, the overall time cost and labor cost will 

increase.” 



Charlie on the side asked curiously: “My wife, what are you going to do? Do you want to fight for it?” 

Claire nodded and said, “Although the strength of my studio is not strong, I still want to try it out. If I can 

take this project down, I can merge it with it while working on it. A few small design teams, in that case, 

when this project is completed, my studio will be able to improve at least two orders of magnitude and 

reach a medium-sized scale!” 

After that, she said with some worry: “However, my studio is really small. There are so many companies 

bidding this time, so I really don’t know for sure.” 

Charlie smiled and said: “My wife, if you are interested, just don’t let it go. If it is done, it will be an 

excellent opportunity. If it is not done, we will have no actual loss. It is nothing more than a waste of 

energy. What do you think?” 

“Yes…” Claire nodded lightly and said: “I just want to try hard, so starting from today, I will lead the team 

to work overtime and make proposals, make bids, and make preparations. This bidding!” 

With that, she said with some emotion: “But I heard that many design companies are looking for 

relationships with people everywhere in order to get this big order, and there are even people who want 

to give money and kickbacks to the senior executives of the Emgrand Group. I don’t know. Will the 

Emgrand Group engage in black-box operations at that time…” 

Charlie smiled and said: “How can a large group like the Emgrand Group with a market value of over 100 

billion engage in black-box operations on tens of millions of design projects?” 
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But even though he said that Charlie had already made up his mind at this time, to say hello to Doris, 

and to give this project to Claire quietly. 

The Emgrand Group was originally his own industry. Since his wife is so interested in this project, he 

naturally wants to give her a chance to practice. 

Therefore, he said to Claire: “Claire, you don’t have to think about it so much now, just concentrate on 

preparing, I believe you can do it!” 

“Yeah!” Claire also nodded very firmly, and said, “I will definitely work hard! Try to get this big project 

down!” 

After lunch, when Claire went to the company, Charlie went back to the room and called Doris. 

As soon as the phone was connected, Doris said: “Master, you are calling for your wife’s bidding, right?” 

Charlie smiled and said, “You guessed it.” 

Doris said hurriedly: “Master, originally, I wanted to entrust the design project of our hotel decoration 

directly to the wife’s company, but I was also worried that if the project was passed directly, she would 

doubt in her heart, so I told her this, In fact, I intend to start a bidding meeting so that her company can 

obtain this project through internal bidding, which seems more natural. 



Charlie praised: “Doris, you have done a good job of this matter, and you have considered it 

comprehensively. I also called to tell you about this matter. My idea is the same as you. Let Claire 

participate in the bidding normally. , And then the group directly decides on her studio, so that she can 

feel that she has got it with her own hard work.” 

Doris promised: “Master, don’t worry, I will arrange these.” 

Charlie asked her: “When does the group plan to officially start bidding?” 

Doris said: “We plan to give a rough draft within one week and start bidding in one week.” 

“Okay, I’ll leave this to you.” 

After hanging up Doris’s call, Charlie thought that there was nothing important in the afternoon, so he 

didn’t plan to go out again. 

Thinking of the New Year, he promised everyone who came to the home to give gifts to prepare some 

pills in return for everyone, so he planned to take advantage of this free time to refine the pills. 

He called Qin Gang, Qin Gang answered the phone and asked respectfully, “Mr. Wade, what do you 

want?” 

Charlie said: “Ms. Qin, you help me prepare some medicinal materials and bring them to my home in the 

afternoon.” 

When Qin Gang heard Charlie say this, he immediately realized that Charlie should be planning to refine 

medicinal materials, so he said excitedly: “Mr. Wade, what medicinal materials do you need, even if you 

tell me, let me prepare them immediately I’d better send it to you!” 

Charlie said: “In this way, I will post your recipe on WeChat in a while.” 

Qin Gang said without hesitation: “No problem, Mr. Wade, you send me the list, and I will let Aoxue 

send it to you when it’s ready!” 
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“That’s good!” Aoxue smiled sweetly, and hurriedly passed the medicine box in her hand and the red 

sandalwood box to Charlie, and introduced: “Master Charlie, the box contains all the medicinal materials 

you need this time. I have prepared it for you. There is also this red sandalwood box. Inside is top-quality 

purple ginseng that is more than four hundred years old. My dad said that he got it by accident, and said 

that this purple ginseng must be there for you Great use, so I brought it for you…” 

Charlie was a little surprised and said, “The best purple ginseng more than four hundred years old? 

Where did your dad get such a good thing?” 

Aoxue spits out her tongue: “I don’t know about this. He usually has many channels for receiving the 

medicine. Many drug dealers and farmers in the south and north of the country specially supply him. If 

there are some top-quality medicinal materials, he’ll will be the first to have his hands on. It is estimated 

that the drug dealer received it and sent it over.” 



Charlie nodded and thought to himself: “I ate more than half of the 30 rejuvenation pills that I refined 

last time. The remaining points, sold, and given away are basically consumed. It’s almost there. I 

originally thought that there would be a chance to refine it a bit more, but I also knew that the best 

purple ginseng that was more than three hundred years old was hard to find, so I never found a chance 

to refine it. I didn’t expect Qin Gang to send Aoxue over with such a surprise. …..” 

In fact, although Charlie did not have the best purple ginseng for three hundred years, he did have 

thousand-year-old snow ginseng handed down by his mother’s family that Liang Wei had sent. 

The value of Thousand-Year Snow Ginseng is much higher than that of 300-year-old purple ginseng. If 

that kind of medicinal material is used to refine rejuvenating pills, it is indeed an overkill and violent. 

According to the records in the “Nine Profound Sky Classics”, Thousand-Year Snow Ginseng has far more 

uses than 300-year-old Purple Ginseng! 

Thinking of this, he took a closer look at the top-quality purple ginseng brought by Aoxue, and couldn’t 

help but sighed: “The quality of this top-quality purple ginseng is better than the one I bought at the 

auction before. ! Your father should have spent a lot of money, right? Such an expensive gift is indeed a 

little shameful to receive…” 

Aoxue hurriedly said: “Master Charlie, you must not say that. With your kindness to our Qin family, let 

alone purple ginseng, even if we give you all the assets of the Qin family, it should not be enough!” 

Charlie laughed and said jokingly: “You are really so humble and I do feel bad about it. The Qin family 

has worked so hard for generations to build such a family business. You gave me everything as soon as 

you opened your mouth?” 

As he said, he put away his joking tone, and said seriously: “Okay, I will accept this purple ginseng, you 

help me thank your father, and also tell him, wait for me to use this best purple ginseng to make a pill 

Come, I’ll share one with him.” 

Aoxue was very excited when she heard this, and quickly bowed: “Thank you, Master Charlie!” 

Charlie smiled slightly and said calmly: “You shouldn’t be so polite.” 

After speaking, he said to her: “Aoxue, come in and sit for a while, I will make you a cup of tea.” 

Aoxue subconsciously wanted to agree, but after another thought, she asked with some worry: “Master 

Charlie, is your wife at home? Will she be unhappy if she sees me coming home?” 

Charlie smiled and said: “Why? She is a good person at first, and her hospitality was very enthusiastic. If 

she was at home now, she would definitely invite you in herself.” 

Aoxue asked in surprise: “Is your wife not at home?” 

“Not here.” Charlie said casually: “Her company is relatively busy and has already resumed work. Only 

my mother-in-law is at home.” 

Aoxue hurriedly said, “Then I won’t be able to come in. If your mother-in-law misunderstands it, it will 

cause you trouble.” 



Charlie smiled and said, “No, no, my mother-in-law suffered some injuries on her leg, and now she 

basically is takes a nap in the room every afternoon, and she won’t go downstairs even if she wakes up.” 

Aoxue was relieved now, chuckled, and said, “Then I will cheekily ask for a cup of tea made by Master 

Charlie!” 

Charlie flashed over, made a please gesture, and said, “Come in!” 
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Seeing Charlie’s sincere invitation, Aoxue nodded and happily followed Charlie into the villa. 

After entering the house, Charlie invited Aoxue to sit on the sofa in the living room, then took out the 

tea set and made a pot of tea for her. 

Aoxue carefully held Charlie’s tea, and said, “By the way, Master Charlie, I went to see sister Warnia two 

days ago!” 

“Oh?” Charlie asked curiously: “Did you go to her company or to her house?” 

“Go to her house.” Aoxue said: “I am worried that sister Warnia will be in a bad mood after experiencing 

so many things, so I went to see her at her house.” 

Charlie nodded, remembering that since the Song family’s crisis was resolved and Warnia regained her 

position as the heir of the Song family, he hadn’t had time to see her again, so she asked Aoxue, “How is 

Warnia’s current state?” 

Aoxue tilted her head and said, “Sister Warnia is in good condition.” 

As she said, she remembered something and hurriedly said: “By the way, Master Charlie, sister Warnia 

has an Akita dog at home. It is very pure and cute. I think there is no good Akita in Aurous Hill. She Say 

your friend gave her?” 

“Yes.” Charlie said with a smile: “When I was in Japan a few days ago, I took her to live with a Japanese 

friend. The Japanese friend raised a lot of Akita dogs. Seeing Warnia liked it, gave her one. only one.” 

Aoxue’s eyes were full of envy, and she said, “Sister Warnia’s Akita is called Xiaoyou. It’s a girl. I’ve 

already told her that when Xiaoyou grows up, she will give birth to a litter of puppies. Give me one!” 

Charlie smiled and said: “Then you have to wait at least a year.” 

Aoxue said: “It’s okay, one year will pass soon.” 

Then, she asked Charlie again: “By the way, Master Charlie, do you have time in the next few days?” 

Charlie asked curiously: “What’s the matter?” 

Aoxue said with some embarrassment: “That’s it… Since the last time I won Ito Nanako and won the 

championship, I have been practicing hard at home, but I always feel that my progress is slow. A senior 

coach teaches hand-by-hand, so if you have time, I would like to invite you to come to my house and 

give me some guidance by the way. I don’t know… Master Charlie, it’s not convenient for you… …” 



Charlie thought for a while and said with a smile: “This is a trivial matter, so let’s do it. After I finish the 

medicine, I naturally invite everyone to sit and have a meal together, and give the medicine to everyone 

by the way. I will bother you when that happens. Dad prepares a banquet at home and invites everyone 

to come to your house for a small gathering. I will come there a few hours in advance and give you 

guidance.” 

When Aoxue heard this, she said excitedly: “That’s really great Master Charlie! In that case, I will tell my 

dad when I go back, let him prepare the best banquet at home!” 

Charlie nodded and said with a smile: “By the way, do you know who sent sister Warnia’s Akita?” 

Aoxue shook her head: “Sister Warnia said it was your friend, but didn’t say who it was.” 

Charlie smiled and said, “It’s Ito Nanako who you won in the game.” 

“Ah?!” Aoxue exclaimed and blurted out: “Is it her?” 

Charlie smiled and said, “Yes, it’s her.” 

Aoxue hurriedly asked: “Master Charlie, how is Ito Nanako’s injury? Last time, I didn’t control the 

effectiveness of the pills you gave me very well, so I injured her by a miss, and I don’t know how she is 

recovering… …” 

After speaking, Aoxue sighed with some guilt: “Actually…In fact, Nanako’s strength has always been 

much stronger than me, and the champion of that competition should have been her. I am completely 

dependent on Master Charlie’s help. Medicine has improved the strength in a short period of time. 

Although winning the game, it is not honorable to win…” 

Charlie waved his hand: “Aoxue, in fact, there is nothing glamorous and disgraceful. The competition is 

compared to your own strength and how well everyone controls the rules. Although part of your 

strength is improved by the elixir, it also depends on your personal strength, and you have completely 

passed the doping test of the competition, which proves that you have not taken any prohibited 

substances in the competition, so all this is in compliance with the rules of the competition.” 

After all, Charlie said again: “It’s like the black technology that swimmers used to participate in 

competitions-shark skin bionic swimsuit.” 

“This kind of bionic high-tech swimsuit can greatly reduce the resistance of swimmers in the water. 

American swimmers including Phelps, in just one month, rely on the shark swimsuit to break With 14 

world records, Phelps won more than 20 Olympic gold medals alone.” 

“Of course, the help of this kind of swimsuit is indispensable, but none of the rules of the game at the 

time explicitly prohibited this kind of swimsuit, so people can get the gold medal with peace of mind, 

there is nothing disgraceful.” 

Aoxue nodded lightly, and said, “I understand what you mean…” 

Charlie smiled slightly: “The game is played by the rules, so you don’t need to have any psychological 

burden in this regard. Not only can you not have a psychological burden, you will continue to participate 

in such international competitions and strive for more glory for your country!” 



Aoxue hurriedly said: “OK Master Charlie, Aoxue will definitely go all out and win more championships in 

the future!” 

With that said, Aoxue looked at the time, and said shyly: “Master Charlie, you must have something else 

this afternoon, I won’t bother you much, don’t forget the good things you just said… .” 

Charlie nodded and said, “Don’t worry, I will contact your father after refining the medicine.” 

Aoxue nodded, stood up and said respectfully: “Master Charlie, then you stay, Aoxue will leave first!” 

Charlie also stood up and said: “I will send you off.” 
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Sending Aoxue out of the house and watching her leave, Charlie took the medicinal materials she 

brought back to the bedroom on the second floor of himself and Claire. 

The medicinal materials Aoxue sent were enough for him to refine a batch of healing pills and a batch of 

rejuvenating pills. 

The pill to heal injuries is no longer useful for him, but this kind of medicine does have a great effect on 

ordinary people. Warnia suffered an accident in Japan at that time, and it was the pill that saved her life. 

As for the Rejuvenation Pill, Charlie also plans to make another batch, one of which will be given to Qin 

Gang, and the rest can be reserved for emergencies. 

In one afternoon, Charlie refined ordinary healing pills and 30 rejuvenating pills each. 

Seeing these newly refined pills, Charlie suddenly thought of Elaine, his mother-in-law. 

In fact, with a small trauma like her broken leg, at most a quarter of a healing pill can make her jump 

alive. 

And in his hand, there are as many as thirty. 

Count it down, enough to break her leg 120 times. 

At this moment, Charlie also hesitated whether to reward her with some medicine dregs so that she 

could recover earlier. 

But after another thought, he immediately dismissed the idea, and muttered: “Forget it, she is not 

worthy!” 

…… 

When Charlie was refining the pill, Elijah, who was far away in Eastcliff, called Qinghua who was on the 

other side of the ocean. 

Qinghua is nearly a hundred years old, but because of taking special Pills, his body is still very healthy. 

He usually wakes up at five o’clock in the morning and does a set of martial arts practises to achieve the 

goal of strengthening his body. 

After punching, he will go to his study and use three old coins to simply give himself a divination. 



Divination with three ancient coins is the most commonly used method of six lines and eight trigrams. 

Unlike most masters, Qinghua’s three ancient coins are almost all treasures of ancient coins. 

The biggest one is the priceless Warring States Three Kongbu. 

The remaining two are the extremely rare Taixia Zhenxing in the world. 

Many people who have played with ancient coins for a lifetime may not have the opportunity to see one 

of them. 

Just as he finished a hexagram and was comprehending the hexagrams represented by the few copper 

coins in front of him, Elijah called. 

Qinghua answered the phone and smiled slightly and said, “I was wondering why the hexagrams of 

today appear to be from old people, and the inner image seems to be separated by thousands of 

mountains and rivers. I didn’t expect your call to come.” 

Elijah sighed: “Master Qinghua really has a brilliant plan, I admire it!” 

Qinghua smiled and said, “Elijah, you don’t have to slap on the horse like this between you and me. 

What makes you find me so early?” 

Elijah hurriedly said: “Master Qinghua, this is the case. I have a granddaughter who has always wanted 

to find her savior, but after looking for him for a long time, she still found nothing, so I would like to ask 

you to help me and give her some hints. I don’t know if it is convenient.” 

Qinghua smiled and said: “You granddaughter knows how to pay for Entuo. If so, give me her birth date 

and tell me the general clues about her being saved. Let me take a look.” 

Elijah hurriedly informed Qinghua about Zhiyu’s birth date and the time and passage of her and Zhifei’s 

kidnapping in Japan. 

Qinghua muttered to himself: “The incident happened in Japan, Japan is east of China, and the East is 

the place of the blue dragon in terms of FengShui…” 

With that said, Qinghua pinched and decided, then grabbed the old money on the table, closed his eyes, 

shook it in the palm of his hand for a moment, and then threw it out. 

It didn’t matter if he looked at it, his brows immediately frowned, and he said: “Strange! Elijah, there is a 

sign of looking for a dragon in the hexagram of your granddaughter!” 

“Looking for a dragon?!” Elijah asked in surprise: “Master Qinghua, what do you mean by finding a 

dragon?” 

Qinghua said sternly: “Looking is searching for, and the dragon is the real dragon. This hexagram shows 

that the person your granddaughter is looking for has a very strong life and is extremely difficult!” 

Chapter 2299 

Elijah was surprised when he heard this, but he couldn’t help but be overjoyed. 



He couldn’t help laughing: “Master Qinghua, this person is said to be able to kill many top ninjas in Japan 

on his own. His strength is indeed extraordinary, and his life is harder. It should be normal too?” 

Qinghua said very solemnly: “Elijah, there are many people with hard fate, let alone anything else, but 

all the widows of Coff have fate as hard as iron, but the fate of a real dragon is extremely rare. In ancient 

times, I dare not say that I would be able to achieve the Ninth Five-Year Lord, at least he must be a 

prince and general, an extraordinary person!” 

Elijah was silent for a moment, and said seriously: “Master Qinghua, my granddaughter really wants to 

find this person, I wonder if you can give me a hint?” 

Qinghua sighed: “This person’s fate is superior to me, I can’t see through…” 

Elijah exclaimed: “Master Qinghua, there is a fate you can’t see through?!” 

Qinghua smiled bitterly and said in earnest: “The fate is like ancient official titles. Since ancient times, 

officials at a higher level have crushed people to death, and at a higher level of self, I cannot see through 

it anyway. “ 

Elijah asked in surprise: “If you can’t see through, how do you know that he has the destiny of a real 

dragon?” 

Qinghua laughed and said: “My fate is the python. In the law of fengshui fate, the python is second only 

to the dragon. Therefore, above me, only it is dragon. It is like the prime minister can surpass him. On 

the head, there is only the Ninth-Five Supreme, as long as it is the fate that I can’t see through, it must 

be the fate of the true dragon. 

As he said, he recalled Charlie’s appearance in his mind, and said with full respect in his tone: “I was 

fortunate to have met a man who was destined by a true dragon. I don’t know how good this person 

your granddaughter met is, but it won’t be bad if you want to…” 

Qinghua has always been full of respect for Charlie. 

At the beginning, he calculated that his time limit was approaching, and at the same time, he calculated 

that the East had the opportunity to continue his life, so he agreed to Zhongquan Wade’s request to go 

to Eastcliff to find a geomantic treasure for the Wade family. 

It was also when he arrived at Wade’s house that he realized that Charlie was in the situation of 

the’dragon’. 

At that time, Charlie was at the lowest point of life and destiny, and his fate was not comparable to him. 

Therefore, he can count Charlie’s fortune. 

After he broke the predicament of that level, Charlie’s fate soared, and from that moment on, he could 

no longer see Charlie’s fate. 

Right now, he couldn’t figure out who Zhiyu was looking for, so he could also conclude that the person 

Zhiyu was looking for was the fate of the real dragon. 



Elijah sighed helplessly when he heard this, and said, “So it seems that if my granddaughter wants to 

find this person, I am afraid it will take more work!” 

Qinghua said solemnly: “Elijah, I don’t recommend that your granddaughter keep looking.” 

Elijah asked in surprise: “Why? Master Qinghua, what do you mean?” 

Qinghua said earnestly: “The hexagram shows that your granddaughter is in conflict with the life she is 

looking for, and the other person is most powerful. It is like a bicycle and a heavy-duty train running at 

high speed. If the two do not collide, they will naturally be in peace, but if they do collide, the bicycle will 

definitely have no chance of winning. 

When Elijah heard this, he couldn’t help taking a breath. 

He has great trust in Qinghua. 

So he hurriedly said: “Master Qinghua, thank you for your reminder. I will call my granddaughter and ask 

her not to look for him anymore.” 

Chapter 2300 

Qinghua hummed and said seriously: “It is time to let her stop, otherwise it will be like a moth to the 

fire, and it will be her who will be hurt in the end. 

Elijah repeatedly thanked him, then hung up the phone in a hurry, and then made a video call to Zhiyu. 

The reason why he wants to make a video call is because he knows the video call, and after the other 

party picks up, he will directly use the speaker by default. In this case, not only Zhiyu can hear what he 

wants to say, but his daughter Liona and grandson Zhifei can also hear it. 

What Elijah feared was that Zhiyu doesn’t not believe in divination and fortune-telling. If he clearly told 

her that there were tigers in the mountains, she would probably not retreat, but would rather go to 

mountian base. 

Therefore, he wanted to solemnly inform them of this in front of Liona, even if he could not persuade 

Zhiyu, there would be Liona and Zhifei. 

It was dinner time. Zhiyu was indeed having dinner with her mother and brother. When she received a 

video call from her grandfather, she was suddenly delighted, thinking that the divination had already 

had a result, so she immediately pressed the pick button. 

The video was connected, Elijah smiled and asked: “Zhiyu, what are you doing?” 

Zhiyu hurriedly said, “I’m about to eat, Grandpa, how about you?” 

Elijah smiled and said, “I have finished eating.” 

After speaking, he asked, “Where are your mother and your brother?” 

Zhiyu immediately switched the camera, took pictures of her mother and brother, and said: “Mom and 

brother are here, by the way, grandpa, have you let the master help you?” 

Elijah nodded and said, “I did.” 



Zhiyu couldn’t hide her excitement and asked: “Really? Does the master give any clear clues?” 

Elijah hesitated for a moment, then sighed softly, and said: “Darling, Master Qinghua helped you with a 

trigram, but the trigram shows that the person you are looking for has a very high life and a very hard 

life, so even Master Qinghua can’t see through any clues related to him.” 

“Ah?” Zhiyu said in disappointment: “Grandpa, didn’t you say that Master Qinghua is very good? Why 

can’t he find any clues?” 

Elijah explained: “It’s not that he can’t find clues, or he can’t see through. Even with Master Qinghua, 

the fate is lower than the person you are looking for.” 

Zhiyu said annoyedly: “I think that Master Qinghua just can’t find any clues, so he made up a reason to 

justify it.” 

Liona hurriedly said: “Know the fish, don’t be rude!” 

Zhiyu blurted out: “Mom, isn’t what I’m telling you the truth? Master Qinghua said if he found it, he said 

he could find it, and if he didn’t find it, he said he could not find it. Excuses to hide your incompetence?” 

Zhifei on the side opened his mouth and said, “Zhiyu, don’t be so extreme. If you are really a liar, he will 

definitely not tell you one thing. He will only tell you something ambiguous or baseless. .” 

“For example, if you are looking for someone, he may tell you in a word that the person you are looking 

for is in the northwest, and then you can find the rest by yourself. As for whether you can find it, it has 

nothing to do with him.” 

“And since Master Qinghua can directly say that he can’t see through, then I believe this is definitely not 

an excuse.” 

Although Zhiyu didn’t believe in this, but at this time she didn’t want to argue with her family too much, 

so she said angrily: “Since even Master Qinghua can’t see through, then I’ll just rely on myself to find it 

slowly!” 

Elijah hurriedly said at this time: “Zhiyu, if you listen to Grandpa’s advice, stop looking for this person.” 

 


